Phoenix Mountains, Arizona
In 2008, Squaw Mountain was renamed to honor Army Specialist
Lori Piestewa.
She was the first American Indian woman in history to die in
combat on foreign soil while serving in the U.S. Military. Lori was
the first woman to be killed in the Iraq war.

Lori Piestewa Hopi Indian
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Activity Book

Dances have always played an
important role in the lives of American
Indians and Alaskan Natives.

On the cover: Dances play a vital role in religious rituals and
ceremonies; some are held to guarantee the success of hunts,
harvests, giving thanks, and other celebrations.
The dancers’ movements illustrate the purpose of the dance. It
might include the entire tribe or the dance could be specific to
men, women, or families.
Fun Fact: Dance continues to be an important
part of American Indian/Alaskan Native
culture. Dances are regionally or tribally
specific and singers usually perform in their
native languages.

Clarence Wolf Guts enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1942 at age

18. While in basic training, a general asked Wolf Guts if he spoke
Sioux. He explained the three dialects to the general and said
he spoke Lakota. Wolf Guts helped develop a phonetic alphabet
based on the Lakota language which later was used to develop a
Lakota code. His new job was transmitting coded messages from
the general to his chief of staff in the field.
Private First Class Wolf Guts was honorably discharged on Jan.
13, 1946.

Did you know?

It is believed that the
Sioux Indians created
the traditional Indian
headdress.

Fun Fact: When the towers of the World Trade Center fell on Sept.
11, 2001, Wolf Guts asked his son to call the U.S. Department of
Defense to see if the country needed his code talking abilities to
find Osama Bin Laden. He was in his late 70s at the time. His son,
Don Doyle, said the request personified his father’s love of country.
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What is a medicine bag?

A medicine bag is a pouch that
contains objects that have
special significance to
the owner. Each
medicine bag
is unique,
so no two
medicine
bags
look the
same! Items
commonly contained
in a medicine bag
include herbs, stones,
shells, feathers, animal
skin, fur, teeth, and claws. A medicine bag is
often worn for protection, healing or guidance, and is
closely connected to the spiritual life of the person wearing it.
Fun Fact: Traditionally a medicine bag contains something
from the plant, animal and mineral kingdoms. Plus, something
from the life of the individual, such as an important treasure.

What items would you put inside
your medicine bag?
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The custom of wearing a headdress
spread throughout the many
tribes. However, each headdress
varies from tribe to tribe as it
represents the tribe’s culture.
Individuals would often
customize their headdresses,
thus making each one unique.
Only the most brave and
powerful of the tribe
wore headdresses.
Indian headdresses
are associated
with feathers. Do
you know what
the feathers
represent?
Warriors
would earn a
feather each
time they did
something the
tribe felt was a brave
or significant act, similar to
American Military Service ribbons today.
Fun Fact: The most prized of all feathers to receive was the Golden
Eagle feather. Indians saw the eagle as a messenger to the Creator,
and this feather could only be earned through hardship, loyalty,
and strength.
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In the tradition of Native peoples, man and animal share an important bond. Each animal has symbolic significance
and its qualities were many times used to describe and name an individual. Read through each animal’s
characteristics and choose the animal that best represents who you are.
Bear: The protector. She symbolizes physical strength and leadership as well as the wild untamable
side of humanity.
Bison: A provider of all things needed for living. The bison brings abundance
and healing. They represent wisdom, renewal, and power based on knowledge.
Coyote: Sometimes considered an omen of bad things - a trickster. The coyote
represents things we cannot change or understand. He is about acceptance of
human limitation.
Crow: A carrier of souls from darkness to light, he guards against fear in the dark. The crow
also looks for the bright and shiny aspects of life.
Deer: Symbolizes speed and family protection. The deer is alert and a symbol of sensitivity
and kindness.
Elk: A symbol of nobility, power, freedom, great strength, and agility.
Moose: Symbolizes scrutiny and attention to detail and teaches us to be proud of our
accomplishments.
Mountain Lion: A symbol of power. He teaches you to balance your own. He
responds to any challenge with swiftness.
Owl: Represents wisdom. The owl has amazing vision, bringing the gift of insight.
She also symbolizes the souls of the departed.
Raven: Sometimes she is a trickster. The raven is the messenger from the spirit world.
She represents mystery.
Snake: Usually seen in healing and fertility rites. The snake is often considered a hunter. She also
symbolizes transformation.
Wolf: A teacher of new ideas and wisdom, he shows intense loyalty with a balance of
independence. The wolf teaches cooperation and the value of extended families.
Here’s some examples of American Indian/Alaska Native names: Roberta Blackgoat, Luther
Standing Bear, Arvol Looking Horse, Black Elk, Little Wolf, and Morning Dove.

